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THE HOME OF
TAILORED COVERS
AND PROTECTIVE
ACCESSORIES

WORKING WITH
YOUR BUSINESS

Specialised Covers is a family-run company and
at the core of our business is a dedicated team
of car, caravan and motorcycle enthusiasts.

We’re as passionate about protecting and preserving
vehicles, and will always provide the best possible
solutions with a service to match.

For over 36 years we have pioneered the protective
vehicle cover industry and have a heritage our
competitors can only envy.

All Specialised Covers are designed and manufactured
in-house, in the UK, under ISO 9001 quality supervision.
Whilst using the most up to date manufacturing techniques,
our production facility in West Yorkshire houses some of the
UK’s most experienced tailors, designers, seamstresses
and a state of the art digital cutting machine.

Over the years, we’re proud to have built ongoing
relationships with the automotive industry’s most
prestigious manufacturers, as well as supplying the
biggest and most well-known names in the leisure
and motorbike industry.

Experience and skilled craftsmanship goes into all our
covers and accessory products.
We use the very best fabrics and our tailored designs
give our covers their unique fit, which is second to none.
Specialised Covers provide Savile Row style tailoring for
vehicles. The covers and products we create are completely
bespoke. We work around each curve and angle, with
meticulous precision, to ensure a Specialised Cover
that fits as well as a tailor-made suit.
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Our approach to the protective cover market is unique
because we never settle for anything less than perfect each and every product we produce is distinctive due to
its quality, longevity, and attention-to-detail.

“For over 36 years we have
pioneered the protective
vehicle cover industry”

Exceptional service, coupled with our bespoke covers
and accessories, is synonymous with the world-class
businesses we work with. We don’t treat customer service
as a luxury; it is a fundamental part of our business.
From products designed to protect new vehicles during the
production process, to driving covers and showroom reveal
covers, Specialised Covers considers the complete journey
that a vehicle goes through, and so all our products are
tailored to your requirements.
For more information about any of our products in
this brochure, or have additional requirements, speak to
our dedicated team.

01943 864 646 | www.specialisedcovers.com | info@specialisedcovers.com
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INTERIOR AND
EXTERIOR
BODY WORK
PROTECTION
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Vehicles, unfortunately, can suffer
damage during production and
maintenance. Manufactured from
a choice of materials, depending on
the level of protection required,
we offer an innovative reusable interior
and exterior protection solution.

FEATURES
- Non-scratch material
- Anti-slip backing
-V
 entilation mesh over headlamps
and front grille areas
- Adjustable fixing hooks, or Velcro fixing

These products are designed and
manufactured to provide high quality,
tailored branded protection to vehicle
wings, sills, as well as the front and rear.

- Colour options
- Branded options

01943 864 646 | www.specialisedcovers.com | info@specialisedcovers.com
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DRIVING COVERS
AND CAR BRAS

Testing new cars and transporting them
can cause unexpected damage to paint
work as well as revealing the car before you
may want anyone to see it.

FEATURES

Our Driving Covers are fully tailored
to the make and model of vehicle, ensuring
a perfect fit. With key access points and
wheel cut outs, our Driving Covers are
manufactured from a choice
of materials depending on the level
of protection required.

- Vents for lights and grilles

- Fully tailored
- Wheel cuts out
- Door access
- Bonnet / windscreen access
- Perspex panelling

Ideal for track testing, transportation
between key locations or simply to keep a
new model under wraps, Driving Covers are
the perfect solution.
Alternatively, our tailored Car Bras offer
protection to the front of a car during test
driving, protecting the paint work from
chips and stones.
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01943 864 646 | www.specialisedcovers.com | info@specialisedcovers.com
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SEMI FIT
COVERS

Our Semi Fit Covers offer semi-tailored
vehicle protection, ideal for short-term
outdoor storage on a forecourt or dealer
facility. Manufactured from a choice
of materials, depending on the level of
protection required, they can help shield
cars from the elements as well as knocks
and scrapes that can sometimes happen.

FEATURES
- Semi-tailored
- Choice of materials

SILK
REVEALS

Made from a composition of satin
and silk, our Reveal fabric adds
sophistication to any dealership or
launch event. The cover flows over the car,
elegantly concealing the vehicle’s identity
for unsuspecting passers-by or visiting
guests.
Perfect for launch parties, press days and
gift presentations, our Reveal Covers,
which can be branded and come in a range
of colour options, are used by some of the
world’s leading manufacturers.

- Perspex panelling for registration plate
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01943 864 646 | www.specialisedcovers.com | info@specialisedcovers.com
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WORKSHOP
COVERS

For more information, or to discuss
your specific requirements,
please get in touch.
Laura Steele
laura@specialisedcovers.com
Gavin Hughes
gavin@specialisedcovers.com
Call: 01943 864 646
Visit: www.specialisedcovers.com

As well as vehicle covers, we manufacture protective
solutions for workshops / workspaces to help make the
area look neat, tidy and stylish. We manufacture tool box
covers, racking covers, monitor covers, covers for stations
– everything is bespoke, so we can design something
specifically for you and your workshop, whatever it is.
With the ability to make tailored covers for almost
anything, we have collected the world’s biggest and
most impressive inventory of fitted patterns and
designs, including some of the world’s rarest and
most collectable vehicles.
Working with some of the world’s most prestigious
automotive names, major Formula 1 teams, sports
personalities and royal family, Specialised Covers have
been the trusted name in vehicle cover protection for
over 36 years.
If you have specific requirements, don’t hesitate
to give us a call.
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01943 864 646 | www.specialisedcovers.com | info@specialisedcovers.com
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